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POST GREECE 
 

Lieutenant Mike Cumberlege, Royal Naval Reserve & Special Operations Executive 
 

 
Brief Timeline Summary, In Captivity 
 
11 May 1943 Transferred to Mauthausen Concentration Camp, Austria (100k NE of Salzberg). 
22 Nov 1943 Promoted to Lieutenant Commander on time-served basis 
Jan 1944 Transferred to Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp, near Berlin. 
Feb - Apr 1945 Executed in Sachsenhausen, as were remaining survivors of Operation Locksmith. 

 
 
 
Prisoner of War, Greece 
 
At the start of May, 1943 Cumberlege and his colleagues were taken to Averoff prison in Athens where 
daily executions of Greek resistance fighters were conducted by Italian fascist guards wielding wire whips. 
Five months earlier Hitler had given his infamous order that captured Allied commandos, in uniform or not, 
were to be summarily executed.  For whatever reason, this was ignored at Averoff.  Instead Cumberlege 
was tortured before being moved to Mauthausen camp near Linz in Austria. 
 

 
 

Averoff Prison, Athens 
 
Prisoner of War, Austria 
 

Set up to house "Incorrigible Political Enemies of the Reich", Mauthausen was not so much a 
concentration camp as extermination centre averaging 500 executions a day.  Here Cumberlege's 
torturer, according to a message he smuggled to London in February 1945, was one H.I. Seidl of the 
Gestapo.  Seidl was executed for war crimes in 1947*.  Under duress Cumberlege signed a statement 
agreeing that the Locksmith party were saboteurs despite being captured in uniform and in contravention 
of all the norms of war.   

 
 

Mauthausen Concentration Camp, Austria 
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Fritz Seidler, a brutal Gestapo officer, oversees torture of prisoners at Mauthausen 
 

     
 

        Mauthausen Guards humiliating Prisoners            A handful of Survivors in 1945 
 
 
Prisoner of War, Germany 

 
In January 1944, on the personal order of Ernst Kaltenbrunner (then chief of the German security 

services; he was tried at Nuremburg and executed), the four men were transferred to Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp 30 kms north of Berlin.  Here they were placed in solitary confinement in the T-
shaped Zellenbau (cell block) - a complex of 80 cells for notorious (in Nazi eyes) “violators of international 
law”.  For the remainder of their lives Cumberlege and his companions survived in dank cells 2.5 metres 
by 2 metres and were treated as common criminals, dressed in blue and white striped convict clothes, fed 
wurzels (a type of beet root) and not allowed Red Cross parcels.  Each morning they exercised separately 
for 15 minutes in an open-air yard. 

  

 
 

Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp 
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         Prisoners in Sachsenhausen      A Constant Reminder 
 

         
 

     Standard Sachsenhausen Prison Uniform  Anton Kaindl, Camp 
Commandant 1942-45 

 
Sachsenhausen also held large numbers of Russian, Polish, Jewish, Dutch, Norwegian and Danish 

prisoners as well as a few British and American airmen and commandos.  Conditions throughout the 
camp - a training school for all concentration camp personnel - were appalling with mass killings in a gas 
chamber or by hanging or shooting.  Just outside the camp was the central command for all Nazi con-
centration camps, headed at the end of the war by the former commandant of Auschwitz, Rudolf Hoess.  

 
At his war crimes trial by the Soviets in 1946 the last Sachsenhausen commandant, Anton Kaindl, 

blandly admitted that 'more than 42,000 prisoners were exterminated under my command (1943-45), 
including 18,000 in the camp itself."  Kaindl, it turned out, visited the Zellenbau twice a week to inspect 
conditions. 

 
Much that is known about Mike Cumberlege's final days comes from other inmates in the Zellenbau 

who survived the war.  One such, an RAF officer called H.M.A. ('Wings'•) Day who was held in a cell 
opposite, managed to communicate with Cumberlege and learned the details of his capture and 'severe 
interrogation' in Mauthausen.  Another, the flamboyant commando Jack Churchill, smuggled out two 
encrypted messages from Cumberlege when he was repatriated in April 1945.  In one of them, sent to his 
wife Nancy in late January, 1945 and his last message, he begins: 

 
"I think I have forgotten how to write but will try it for it is really almost the one opportunity of direct 

contact I will get.  Well sweetheart it has been perfectly bloody, no chance to write and always wondering 
if you are perfectly happy with Master Marcus and Bira (the cat).  I must admit I had expected to be able 
to have heard of you in some way but it really seems there is no hope and I have quit trying to kick against 
fate.  You will be happy darling to hear something of me and please do not worry.  I am absolutely fine, a 
bit thin damn it and never have quite enough to eat.  I had not expected anything else anyway." 
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Cell 77 next to Cumberlege (Mike was probably in cell 75) was occupied by a Ukrainian resistance 
leader called Tara Bulba-Borovets.  In 1981, the year he died, the Ukrainian diaspora in Canada 
published his autobiography ‘Army Without a State’, written in Ukrainian largely from memory.  Thanks to 
a resourceful researcher in Kiev, the text of this book with its references to Mike was unearthed in 2016, 
so adding more detail about his existence in the camp. 

 
Bulba-Borovets and a dozen or so of his compatriots had been imprisoned in Sachsenhausen at the 

start of December 1943 while the Germans attempted to persuade them to fight against the Soviets in a 
specially-formed brigade on the Eastern Front.  Coincidentally, the Allies had begun a mass air campaign 
against Berlin the month before their arrival which was sustained through most of 1944/45.  As 
Cumberlege and his three companions reached the camp in January 1944 the raids had become a daily 
occurrence.  Sachsenhausen was not hit directly, except by incendiary bombs which caused a lot of fires, 
but nearby were some industrial plants run by the camp.  Bulba-Borovets recalled: 

 
“We passed endless days.  The sleepless nights were even longer. The Zellenbau swayed, like a ship 

on waves, but remained intact.  While SS troops hid in a bunker, the prisoners sat in cage.  The roar of 
engines, bombings, gunfire, the howling sirens, the cries and laments of the slain and wounded mingled in 
such a terrible cacophony that it was harmful to damaged people even those with the strongest nerves.” 

 
The Zellenbau, writes Bulba-Borovests, had about 90 cells located on either side of three corridors 

built in the shape of a letter “T”.  “The whole of Europe” was represented in the block including Poles, 
French, British, Romanians, Bulgarians, Serbs and Croats.  The Ukrainians, whom the Nazis hoped to 
turn into allies, and others were permitted a one-hour walk most days.  This allowed them to set up a 
rudimentary communication system.  “There is nothing worse for the lone prisoner than isolation.  All 
prison inmates fight this curse. Yet even with a strict regime of isolation prisoners always find ways for 
friendly contact.” 

 
Bulba-Borovets goes on to describe the day-to-day atmosphere in the Zellenbau block:  “The 

‘machine’ carried out shootings all the time.  We all await our turn at any moment.  Life is concentrated on 
one point – in the ears.  All the horrors of the bombing every day are like a psychological paradise 
compared to the endless sleepless nights.  When a sunrise occurred, it brought some joyful hope that 
finally, perhaps, the bombing torment might deliver some hope and bring an end to this torture.  But the 
desired end did not come.  Long summer days (in 1944) flew by like lightning but the short nights seemed 
an eternity.  The quietest mouse rustling in the corridor sounded to us like a step taken by an SS boot.  
And when a guard did reach our corridor, for us all it was an eternity as we guessed which cell.  Was it for 
us or not for us?” 

Escape plans were hatched, then discarded – “Once a plan, again some new hope for a few days. 
Then complete hopelessness.  Sachsenhausen is a city with dozens of walls covered with electrified 
barbed wire, tower guards with machine guns, searchlights and patrols with hundreds of dog.  ”This might 
be followed by apathy – “the severest of threats to a prisoner.” 

 
Communication among the Zellenbau prisoners was possible in a variety of ways although speaking 

to other prisoners was prohibited.  One favoured method was to write in the margins and spaces of 
German propaganda newspapers handed out to the prisoners each day by their gaolers, particularly the 
Volkischer Beobachter published by the Nazi party.  Sometimes small scraps of this paper with bits of 
news were thrown into a cell by those taking exercise near a cell window or concealed in the buckets 
used for toilet needs that were taken out by orderlies.  Another method involved tapping on the thick, inter-
connecting cell walls in Morse code or using Morse code by tapping messages on the palms of one’s 
hand during exercise periods for other prisoners watching from their cells. 

 
From somewhere in the camp the Ukrainians acquired a supply of tobacco.  This was turned into 

Vinnytsia shag (named after a tobacco factory in Ukraine) and rolled into large, rough ‘cigars’.  “We 
passed them through the ‘mail’ to our British comrades together with scraps of news.  I was the contact of 
a sailor called Michael Cumberlege, the son of a retired Admiral.  Morse signs thanked us for the 
information from the press and the ‘Havana cigars’.  Michael joked every time that once we got out of here 
we would immediately smoke two large, genuine Havana.  He was an extremely good companion in 
distress.  Always cheerful, occupied with new ideas, very friendly, inventive, honest, modest, steady and 
resistant to all prison torments and surprises.” 

 
At the end of October 1944 Bulba-Borovets was let out of the Zellenbau and told by the Nazis that he 

would be released from the camp on certain conditions, in particular that the Ukrainians would agree to 
“mount a common front against communism.”  Negotiations dragged on until early-March 1945, when the 
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German government issued a permit for the organization of a Ukrainian army.  Bulba-Borovets’ 
detachment surrendered to the western Allies in May, 1945 and he was interned in Italy.  He emigrated to 
Canada in 1948. 

 
Mike Cumberlege and Jumbo Steele (in Cell 5) remained in Bulba-Borovets’ memory more than 30 

years later.  “Of all our English friends in the Zellenbau, only one escaped (possibly a reference to ‘Wings’ 
Day of the RAF, but he names ‘Falconer’ or ‘Faulkner’).  The fate of the rest is unknown.  There is 
speculation that at the end of the war they were shot.  No one knows.  Maybe some of them are (still) 
alive.  Every war has millions of different surprises.  Thousands of people have been found alive since the 
war, many older than his (Mike’s) age.  So God may have protected our unforgettable friend Michael and 
his other comrades in trouble.  All katsetnyky (Ukrainian slang for concentration camp prisoners) will 
forever be a separate large family of fraternal friendship – living witnesses to the nightmare of 
totalitarianism”. 

 
The fullest and probably most accurate account of Cumberlege's final days was given to the 

formidable SOE intelligence officer Vera Atkins who managed its French section for much of the war.  
Determined to discover the fate of missing SOE agents, she had joined the War Crimes Investigative 
Section of the Judge Advocate's department and journeyed to Berlin in 1946.  Here she met three times 
with Paul Schroter, a German prisoner at Sachsenhausen. 

 
Arrested in 1936 as a member of the outlawed Bible Society, Schroter had ended up as an orderly in 

the Zellenbau.  On about April 10th, 1945, he said, he saw the four members of the Locksmith party taken 
out of their cells and transported by ambulance to the camp execution area. "I was not an eye witness to 
the execution but knew only too well from the usual procedure preceding and following such executions 
that they were done to death," Schroter stated. 

 
Most likely the four were subjected to an elaborate charade, taken to a three room complex, told to 

undress and examined by SS 'doctors' and made to stand on a weighing /height-measuring machine 
facing a wall opposite.  At this point a sliding hatch opened in the wall behind the prisoner who was then 
shot in the neck - a method of killing apparently perfected for disaffected Wehrmacht officers in 1941.  
Music was played to disguise the noise of the shots.  Afterwards the bodies were taken to the 
crematorium and orderlies like Schroter ordered to collect personal belongings from the victim's cell and 
take them to the camp boiler room to be burned. 

 
Other post-war testimony, particularly from a Norwegian called Leif Jensen who was in 

Sachsenhausen, suggests that Schroter, who admitted to a poor memory for dates, may have got his 
months mixed up.  Still, Schroter had no obvious motive to lie unlike the Zellenbau guard commander, 
Kurt Eccarius, whose self-serving testimony to the Soviets included a claim that he last saw Cumberlege 
in February 1945 when the four men were sent to Gestapo HQ in Berlin.  One way and another an 
execution date in the first half of March is likelier. 

 
Why they were murdered is clearer.  In a declaration made to a British interrogator, Rudolf Hoess 

asserted that at the end of January or early February 1945 he received an order from the head of the 
Gestapo that all concentration camps were to be evacuated as Soviet armies closed in on Berlin.  Each 
camp commandant was ordered to compile a list of internees who 'might prove dangerous' - that is, Allied 
agents and commandos who had been maltreated.  They were to be executed before the camp was 
cleared.  Kaindl supplied such a list and informed an SS general that the order had been carried out.  The 
evacuation of Sachsenhausen's 47,000 surviving inmates began on April 21st, 1945.  The next day, when 
the Soviets arrived, no more than 4,000 were still there. 
 


